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SIU may be in line for more funding

Sanders says Edgar's budget proposal provides $4.8 million capital increase

By Earl D. Clark  
Daily Egyptian Reporter

Gov. Jim Edgar's budget proposal for fiscal year 1996 would give more money to SIU than to any other public higher education institution in the state, SIU President Ted Sanders said Wednesday.

Edgar presented his budget proposal to the Illinois General Assembly Wednesday in Springfield. In his proposal, Edgar proposed a $332 million increase in education funding and a $112 million increase in funding for state colleges and universities. 

Edgar said he made education the top priority in the state because of its importance to society and because educational institutions are willing to make more effective use of the money.

Sanders said 73 percent of the new general revenue funds provided by Edgar's proposal would go to elementary and secondary education, and one third of one percent would go to higher education if the General Assembly approves the proposal. G. O. $15 million of the higher education proposal attains to capital projects for repair and maintenance of higher education buildings, Sanders said, "but $4.8 million would be allotted to SIU."

Sanders said with this money, the University would be able to finish remodeling SIUC's engineering building and the University's biggest promoters.

"It's about time more money became available," Sanders said. "The state's responsibility will be met."

"The state's responsibility will be met," he said. "There won't have to be internal reallocations or tuition increases."

However, Sanders said the university may not see the money Edgar has proposed for a while. He said although state legislators passed a list of capital projects for universities, they did not pass an increase in the amount of money universities could borrow through bonding issues to fund these projects. Sanders said the legislature is not an immediate solution to the university's current problems. He said even though it is not known for sure what will happen, "it does give us hope that this is going to be resolved soon after the general election in November," he said.

The funding provided by Edgar's proposal does not solve SIUC's problem of money shortages as a result of a mounting decline in SIUC's endowments, Sanders said.

"We're not penalized except for the loss of tuition and fees," he said. "That's our problem."
**NEWS**
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**World**

REPORT: CHINA HAS NO REGARD FOR RIGHTS — WASHINGTON—China's economic reforms have failed to alter the government's pattern of systematic disregard for basic human rights, according to the State Department's annual report on human rights around the world. The report, to be released Wednesday, finds that a growing list of Chinese citizens are questioning the government's authority and increasing demands are being made for democratic change. The report stresses that the phenomenon of widespread corruption and the lack of accountability of officials are leading to a growing frustration among the Chinese people.

ISRAEL LAUNCHES CRACKDOWN IN WEST BANK — JERUSALEM — Reeling in the aftermath of four terrorist bombings in nine days, Israeli authorities on Tuesday ordered a broad freeze in the West Bank, including 460 Palestinian villages and towns, closing off main arteries and world-renowned sites. Officials of the family of one of the bombers, Israel, announced that they launched an investigation into the bombing case and are trying to determine whether other prisoners also are illegally collecting benefits.

CLINTON TO DECIDE ON CUBAN SANCTIONS BILL — WASHINGTON — The House resoundingly passed legislation intended to increase economic pressure on Cuba's Communist government Wednesday, sending the bill to President Clinton. The measure passed by a vote of 400 to 13, with several Democrats opposing the legislation, according to the White House. The measure would have had the effect of making it more difficult for companies to invest in Cuba.

**Nation**

KILLER RECEIVED GOVERNMENT CHECKS IN PRISON — SACRAMENTO, Calif. — California's top prison official criticized the Social Security Administration on Tuesday for an error that allowed murder convict Phil Spector to receive $500,000 in benefits in a bank account owned by his wife, William Bobbitt, during his 14 years on death row. James Comer, director of the California Department of Corrections, said he was appalled by the mistake, which allowed Bobbitt to continue to receive Social Security payments, which are by federal law prohibited for any convict serving time in prison. Bobbitt, who launched the investigation of the case last year, said he was trying to determine whether other prisoners also are illegally collecting benefits.

**Accuracy Desk**

If readers spot an error in a news article, they can contact the Daily Egyptian Accuracy Desk at 536-3311, extension 233 or 228.
Students take over Springfield for a day

By Lori D. Clark
DE Assistant Politics Editor

College students from across the state took control of the Illinois State Senate and the House of Representatives in Springfield last weekend to play the roles of those involved in state government.


Albert Malone, adviser for the moot court team, said the simulation was an accurate portrayal of how the legislative and judicial processes work in Illinois.

"The students played their role extraordinarily well," Malone said. "They represented our institution in the best possible light."

Malone said the student legislators discussed issues such as education, crime and transportation.

Malone said SIUC students were some of the most active participants even though 20 of Illinois' public and private schools participated in the simulation.

"SIUC was clearly one of the most dominant presence of all the schools of higher education in Illinois," he said. "We were one of the more visible and effective schools at the simulation."

Two SIUC students held leadership positions at the simulations: Jason Svanda acted as treasurer and Toby Trimmer acted as the House Minority leader, Malone said.

Malone said the moot court team from SIUC won first and second place at the simulation. The team had to argue both sides of a case dealing with affirmative action. SIUC students Keleigh Biggins and Matt Chapman were the winners of the best moot court team award.

Malone said another SIUC participant, Hamilton Arendson, received the award for the outstanding freshmen Senate Committee person.

Krity Grady, who served as a Republican representative in the simulation, said the event was educational as well as beneficial.

"It gives you a true understanding of how the General Assembly runs in the state of Illinois," Grady said. "You see the running of the government. It was a great time. I really learned a lot from it."

Arendson said the simulation is a good opportunity to learn about the government.

"I thought it was a really good experience," Arendson said. "I encourage anyone interested in politics to participate.

The students learned of the simulation from political science personnel. An informational meeting took place for those interested in attending the simulation.

Quayle's speech inspires student to fight for values

By Tammy Taylor
Daily Egyptian Reporter

After hearing former vice-president Dan Quayle speak, an SIUC College Republican member says he is inspired to fight for more conservative values on campus.

Andy Volyert, a junior in education from Bismarck, said he and 14 SIUC College Republican members heard Quayle speak at Cape Girardeau's Show Me Center Monday.

"As a conservative, I am overwhelmed by the liberalism on college campuses," Volyert said. "He inspired me to fight for more conservative issues, like the ones Quayle mentioned."

Jonathan Tallman, a sophomore in political science from Carbondale, said the speech made him more optimistic about the upcoming pre-election debates. He said he got the message from Quayle's speech that he is ready when the people in the party that he runs with are ready."

"I am more optimistic now that Bill Clinton will not be re-elected, and we will have a Republican in the White House," Tallman said.

Quayle stressed the need for more support for family-based programs on television, Volyert said. It is the responsibility of individual citizens to choose which TV programs their children watch, and Quayle said they should not have a role in censorship, Volyert said.

Military cutbacks and increased U.S. involvement in foreign matters was another topic Quayle commented on, Volyert said. Quayle said if Clinton plans to support large peace-keeping missions in places such as Haiti, Somalia and Bosnia, he should not decrease the number of active duty personnel, Volyert said.

Quayle's comments on Clinton's record drew an enthusiastic response from the crowd, Volyert said. Quayle commented that Clinton "talks like a conservative, governors like a liberal and claims to see QUAYLE, page 7

Student data available on World Wide Web

By Aaron Butler
DE Online Editor

As an alternative to trudging through Woody Hall in search of records, students now can get information such as grades, borrow bills and financial aid records through Saluki-Net, on the World Wide Web.

Scott Bridges, an SIUC webmaster, said Saluki-Net, a service provided by Student Data Services, is available now, with other records being added as they are designed to check us out," he said.

"I was more optimistic now that

New restaurant plans grand opening today

By Brian T. Sutton
Daily Egyptian Reporter

An SIUC graduate student pursuing a second master's degree says he will open a second restaurant that is opening today.

Majo Bashateh, a graduate student in mining and engineering from Jordan, is the owner of Majo's Cafe, 611 S. Illinois Ave., which opens at 11 a.m. today. Bashateh said he is opening a restaurant to have a secure future in the human world.

Bashateh said when his restaurant opens, he will achieve a dream that began eight years ago, "I have been saving my money for this restaurant for eight years," he said. "I also had to borrow money from my friends."

Bashateh said he received his first master's degree in manufacturing systems from SIUC and took business classes during his undergraduate and graduate programs at SIUC. He said he worked in a variety of restaurants for experience.

"I have known other graduate students who have run businesses," he said. "I know I am in for sleepless nights."

Majo Cafe will offer a variety of foods with its own blend of spices. The restaurant offers for banquet dinners and free deliveries, Bashateh said.

He said he will prepare some food with spices that have flavor that Carbondale has not experienced.

"I will have an Italian beef sandwich that is like no other in Carbondale," he said.

Bashateh said he will have help running the restaurant from his two brothers, Raji and Brian, who are both Carbondale residents.

Majo Bashateh, a graduate student in mining and engineering from Jordan, stands inside his new restaurant, Majo's Cafe, 611 S. Illinois Ave. The restaurant, opening today at 11 a.m., will serve American and Middle Eastern foods.
Don’t be fooled by the conventions of Generalization X

ALTHOUGH IT’S BEEN FIVE YEARS SINCE Douglas Coupland’s book, “Generation X,” became the moniker for a diverse group of young adults, journalists and politicians are still scrambling to define the group’s collective mindset.

One might think that five years would be enough time for the media to conclusively say everything about the subject and move on. But instead, the group is still being defined by something else.

Luckily for those of us who don’t love repetition, the hype about Generation X has died down a little bit. At least “Time” and “Newsweek” quit doing cover stories on the issue.

So how do we define a group of more than 36.5 million Americans (defining an “Xer” as a person in their twenties) with a few pages of broad stereotypes? Members of Generation X are apathetic, cynical, spoiled, politically inert, without aspirations, etc.

We hope SIU students don’t let themselves be defined by these stereotypes.

Sure, there may be lots of young adults who have traits that fit the Generation X clichés, but there are just as many who do not.

It’s true that voter turnout among young people has been low during the 1990s, but we believe it is not fair to classify millions of people as politically ignorant just because some of them don’t exercise their right to vote.

BUYING INTO THE CONVENTIONS of Generalization X is the same as believing that all young people in the 1970s were rebellious and practiced free love. It is the same as believing all people who were coming of age during the 1980s were greedy and selfish. These generalizations make it easy to form a world view that is logical and neat — and completely wrong.

The reason pundits are still struggling to define Generation X after five years is because it cannot be done. It is impossible to stereotype 36.5 million people and get it right — especially in the United States, which is made up of people from a myriad of cultural backgrounds.

The stereotypes of Generation X have even produced a mild backlash from some people in their twentys. A 28-year-old New York University graduate formed a group called the New York University Graduate Students for Political Awareness. The group provides access to things such as health insurance and financial planning, but its founder says members are mainly trying to change the conventions of Generalization X.
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Social security is students’ future

A.J. Auerbach

Perspectives

Social security is shrinking rapidly because the working force is aging and much smaller and less FICA taxes will not be enough to support the huge mass of retirees who, incidentally, will be living longer and collecting more. Maybe it’s for you to think so far ahead, but what will there be for you when you’re ready to retire, say about 2038? For much, I’d say, unless we do something about it soon.

Actually, there are a number of options that ought to guarantee a decent pension for you when you are ready to retire:

1. Raise the 6.02 percent FICA tax on all income instead of stopping at $50,400, which currently is a regressive tax because high earners, those with incomes of $100,000 or more, actually pay proportionately less than low earners, say four or even two percent less. How about a “fat tax” for FICA, with everybody paying 6.2 percent on total income? I wonder what Steve Forbes would say about that?

2. Increase the total FICA from the current $16,920 to $20,000 or even higher, if necessary. That will not only make the pension part viable for many years to come but would also assure the stability of the Medicare Hospital fund, the other part of the FICA benefit.

After all, FICA, the wage tax, is a form of compulsory private insurance for retirees. People who pay into the fund get their money back, more or less, regardless of any private insurance annuity. Remember, it’s not your income, if you pay premiums (FICA) are entitled to benefits regardless of fact ingredients.

Neither of these two suggestions are far-fetched. The current 7.65 percent FICA is in the middle, not to the right, which is a protection against the idea that it can’t be increased.

And making it even on all income, not just wages — would guarantee your Social Security benefits and Medicare for yourself and your parents — and even your children in times to come.

Let get with it folks. Tell your legislators who are looking for your vote.

A.J. Auerbach is an SUC professor emeritus in social work.

Calendar

• TODAY

Meetings

GAMMA BETA PHI, 7 p.m., Student Center, Authorizations. Contact: Ryan, 549-7303.

PSI CHI, 7 p.m., Student Center Common Room, Contact: Eifi. 694-3478.

SIUC GEOLOGY CLUB, 5 p.m., Parkinson Lab, 101. Contact: Ted, 351-4145.

BLACK AFFAIRS COUNCIL, 5 p.m., Student Center, BAC office. Contact: Tazilla, 543-2534.

SIUC RIDING CLUB, 7 p.m., Student Center Theater Room. Contact: David, 351-6461.

PHI RHO ETA, Standard of Manhood Session, 6:30 p.m., Student Center Activity Room A, Contact: Murvin, 497-6881.

PUERTO RICO ASSOCIATION, 6:30 p.m., Student Center Roman Room. Contact: Jose, 592-4929.

LACROSSE CLUB PRACTICE, 4-6 p.m., Sam Retina. Contact: Lance, 539-2159.

INTEG VARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship, Encounter with Jesus, 7 p.m., Illinois Room. Contact: Tricia, 539-7170.

GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL Honor Society, 5:30-6 p.m., Student Center, Ohio Room. Contact: Mike, 549-0476.

Events

NIGHT SAFETY TRANSITS last day of Service is March 7, will resume March 18. Contact: Kirk, 556-2238.

FOOD AND BAKE SALE, 10:30 a.m.-2 p.m., Whalen Fulum Breesmy, sponsored by American Indian Association. Contact: Jake, 349-0006.

LIBRARY SEMINAR SERIES, 1:30-3 p.m., Morris Library Room 15. Contact: Undergraduate Desk, 543-2818.

LIBRARY SEMINAR SERIES, 1:30-3 p.m., Morris Library Room 15. Contact: Undergraduate Desk, 543-2818.

ADVERTISE IN THE PIZZA DIRECTORY

RUNS: MARCH 21ST

FREE PASTA

ITALIAN RESTAURANT

Buy one regular order of Pasta and
Get one of equal or lesser value FREE.

University Mall • 457-5545


Soccer Referees Wanted

For Spring Youth Soccer Program

March 30 - May 5, 1996

$8, $10, $12 per game

Payment Upon Completion of Each Game

Experience Required

Referee Club Required

at the Parshall soccer fields

Referee Coordinator Needed ($9/hour)

Contact: Jim Fralish
Carbondale Soccer, Inc.
549-4172
Duchess continued from page 1

old, she still remains active and optimistic. "She could have faded away after retirement, but instead she went out and started a second career at SIUC," Foote said. "I think her USG continued from age 1 extremely important educational tool, and we have to find a way to fund them. This is the way.

In other business, the senate voted to ask the SIU Board of Trustees to delay voting on a budget proposal by SIU President Ted Sanders until there has been sufficient time for questions regarding the proposal to be answered.

USG President Kim Clemens said the senate will be sending copies of the resolution to Sanders, SIUC Chancellor John Guyan and SIU Board of Trustees Chairman A.D. VanMeter.

The board is scheduled to meet March 14 at 10:30 a.m. at SIUC to vote on Sanders’ proposal.

Smoking on rise among teen-agers, federal CDC says

Los Angeles Times

BOWIE, Md.—Countless studies have shown that nicotine is an addictive drug, that most smokers cannot stop even if they choose. Tobacco industry executives’ testimony is nothing but blandishments, numerous memos and other internal industry documents indicate that cigarette companies constantly seek new smokers, particularly young orifices. Kids know Joe Camel as well as they know Mickey Mouse. Indeed, after falling for several years, teen-age smoking is on the upswing. Last year, 21.6 percent of high school seniors used tobacco daily, up from 18.5 percent in 1991, according to the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

"We’re looking for a few good leaders"

The Financial Management Association will hold officer elections on March 18 at 6:00 pm in Lawson 131. For more information contact Billie 684-5765 Tracy 457-7723

Quatros

The Big One
•Large Deep Pan or Thin Crust Pizza with one topping and 3 - 20 oz.
•Bottles of Pepsi $9.99

Real Meal Deal
•Medium Deep Pan Or Thin Crust Pizza With One Topping and 3 - 20 oz.
•Bottles of Pepsi $7.99

Fast, Free Delivery
549-5326

"Hey Kids It’s St. Patrick’s Day AT THE UPPER DECK"

$1.00 Drafts
$1.50 Speedballs
$1.25 Ice 101 Shots
$1.50 Bud & Bud Light Bottles

CLUB POTTY

A wide selection of drinks

AI "EAGLE'S" EYE SUITE

Patriots vs. Bengals

SUNDAY, JANUARY 27

5:00 PM

PRIME SPOT, BEST VIEW

FREE PIZZA PACES

UPPER DECK

549-2006

MAC'S

Chicago Bears vs. Dallas Cowboys

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 30

5:00 PM

BEST VIEW, FREE PIZZA PACES

UPPER DECK

549-2006

"We’re looking for a few good leaders"
Quayle

continued from page 3

be a moderate. But, if Clinton is a moderate, then I am a world-class radical," said Kim Adams, a junior in administrative justice from Danville, Illinois, said seeing Quayle in person has changed her image of him. "He is very articulate. It was obvious the media unfairly characterized him as an imbecile," Adams said. "He comes across in person as very knowledgeable and persuasive."

Net

continued from page 3

information and student schedules on the Web makes these records available to students in an easier and more accessible form. "It followed logically once we had the Unilink and Kiosk machines," he said. "The Web is accessible through Mac, PC or UNIX platforms from anywhere. We saw a tremendous opportunity to provide information to students, and that's our business — students."

Saluki-Net is located at http://www.sju.edu.

Doug Bradley as Pinhead in: No Annuo/F "EXHAUST • BRAKES • SHOCKS • STRUTS • SPRINGS • C.V. JOINTS • • •

Your True Choice

Touched by their undying love, you spare them further expense. You dial 1 800 CALL ATT.

They shelled it out for your orthodontist bills.

Coughed it up for your car insurance.

And forked it over for that fish tank accident.

Yet they still insist you call collect.

You dial 1 800 CALL ATT.
An evening of plays at McLeod

By Travis Akin 
Daily Egyptian Reporter

Live theater at SIUC leaves the traditional stage for a more open atmosphere when a group of students brings "Live in the Lobby," an evening of plays, to the McLeod Theater lobby.

The production, which runs at 8 p.m. today and Friday, will feature three original plays and a reading of a short story. The plays are "Bombers," with Jonathan Graham, "Hunger Artist," by Banker and Bauman, and "Integrity," written by Michael O'Donohoe.

The short story, "Bombers," will be read by author Clare McCall.

The entire evening of plays will run for about an hour, O'Donohoe said.

"The idea is for it to be a different kind of thing," Graham said. "It is theater students wanting to get in front of an audience and doing whatever it takes to do that."

The shows are all fully rehearsed, but there will not be the technical support that is normally found in a theatrical production, he said.

"We wanted to find a more open space," Liza Lenini, the director of "Bombers," said. "Using a found space (the lobby) forces you to look at theater as a more personal medium - it can be done by anyone, it forces you to see it in a new light."

"Bombers" is the play that plays the inner voice of the man in "The Stress of Her Regard," said the play's composer, "because the experience of doing theater out in the open allows the actor more freedom."

"There is a lot less pressure to perform correctly," he said. "It has changed, which is good. You could perform in a bathtub and it would still be acting."

Larremore, who runs the event's atmosphere when a group of students brings "Live in the Lobby," said. "It is an existential search for meaning." The audience will feel the energy of the group, he said.

"It is a ministry within itself," he said. "You put something out there and elicit an emotional response from the fans."

"Jazz will be a museum piece if we don't teach our young people to listen, to hear, and to appreciate the music," Goot said.

"We've been in sterile situations where the venue is maybe too big and the fans start 20 rows back," he said. "Other nights it might be a small club with a small audience, but one that appreciates the intimate setting, and everything flows. It is an energy exchange. If it is not there, it can dampen the level of energy in the performers."
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‘Mary Reilly’ miscast and mediocre

Not even an all-star cast can save the mysterious and intriguing tale of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde when done in mediocrity as in the recent film “Mary Reilly.”

John Malkovich, local celebrity and star of “Places in the Heart” and the “Killing Fields,” and Julia Roberts put a new spin on an old tale and prove that good actors, when miscast, can not only hurt but destroy a film.

Roberts plays Mary Reilly, a dainty, quiet, vulnerable servant of Dr. Jekyll (Malkovich), in this classic tale of a man searching for a cure for his disease but accidentally turns himself into a psycho-killer.

Unlike Jekyll-Hyde movies of the past, the movie fails on its legs, predictable face in the way it builds drama with seemingly forgets to deliver. This leaves audiences to view scenes that are no more than less than predictable.

The film tries to build drama with its one strong point - the scenery of a mun searching for a cure for his disease. However, his hypnosis leaves unexciting for audiences to appreciate.

Her character raises many questions. Though we know she goes into Jekyll’s laboratory to put herself in situations she knows she should not. She also shows an interesting curiosity in Dr. Jekyll and his work, even though she knows she is supposed to keep minimal contact with him.

These series of incidents will leave viewers asking what her character raises. ThoughMoskowitz after seeing of her happy past, the movie gives Roberts a good character to play in some very strong roles that the one man who would break so many rules when it is obvious these situations she puts herself in scare her very much.

What is most disappointing is the acting by Malkovich. After seeing him play in some very strong roles in the past, he seems sedated and unexcited in “Reilly.”

His part can never really be pinpointed, which leaves his part open for interpretation, but lends audiences no information to interpret it with. But this seems more of a case miscasting than Malkovich’s acting. He is a talented actor, but someone older and more Veteran would do a better job.

As Dr. Jekyll, he seems fake and not very scary. His hypnotic stare is a hypocratic star, his haunting voice is not haunting.

As Mr. Hyde, Malkovich plays a younger man, but over acts and is more of a casted creep then the madman like in traditional Jekyll/Hyde movies. This film makes him more outcasted and hated then scary and frightening. Viewers will feel no sympathy for his character even though he has unknowingly thrown himself into the arms of science.

It is the unlikely relationship between Reilly and Jekyll/Hyde that sends the film into an incomprehensible oblivion. Keilly, who was abused as a child, falls in love for some reason with the man that scares her the most and reminds her of her horrid past. The movie gives no real reason to why these two, of all people, would fall for each other.

Roberts’ acting is very static and unexciting for audiences to appreciate.

Julia Roberts
Illustration by Aniela Peczekra

**Movie Ratings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Science</th>
<th>Fair **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This extravagant page does not disappoint the viewer. ThoughMoskowitz after seeing of her happy past, the movie gives Roberts a good character to play in some very strong roles. Like “Dracula” starring Keanu Reeves and Winona Ryder, “Reilly” is not only a horror film it is a virtual home, with various film.com specialties; with current new artist every month, along with film.com openings and past films covering the doctor’s lifetime to opinion forums. Advertising to real and the living room is a chat server. The art room features a polls section, where visitors can get involved in the commentary.

- **http://film.com**
- This site is dedicated to films, offering everything from chat sites to opinion forums. Advertising to searchable archives. Reviews are film.com specialties; with current films, openings and past films covering the doctor’s lifetime to opinion forums. Advertising to real and the living room is a chat server. The art room features polls section, where visitors can get involved in the commentary.
Anlbassad

ALL AREA
SPACIOUS
Furnished 1 BR Camper / 1, 2 BR
Campers / Apartments / Available New
CAMPUS
NEAR CAMPUS
LOW RENT: Studio w/ 2 beds, 1 bath, minimum
$300, 6 month rental, $300 deposit.

EFFICE

STUDIO

EFFICE Apt. First 9/29, 9/30, $330, minimum
water, trash, $300 deposit.

NICE 1 BR studio, 1 bath w/ 2 beds, 1
2 BR studio, 1 bath w/ 2 beds, 1 washer,
belongings, 3 beds, 1 bath w/ 2 beds, 1
1 BR & 2 BR studio, 1 bath w/ 2 beds,
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To the Friends of Mike "SWISS" Swistowicz

Hey Dudes:

Thanks for your love and support.
We appreciated your road trip in for Mike's wake and funeral.
Thank you for being his friend.

Love,
The Swistowicz Family
Nancy, Jim, Shana, Tamra, Krista and Craig

The CLASSIFIEDS 2-5-17 7
THATCH by Jeff Shesol

I THINK HE LIKES Y2, SILENS, HE THINKS THERE'S A CHANCE CHARLIE, JR.

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THESE KIDS THEY'RE MADE UP, CARTOON JUNKIES, WHAT ARE THEY THINKING?

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

GRIMM... IF YOU'RE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS, THEN WHO IS?

MIXED MEDIA

1927: EARLY EFFORTS AT WAM RADIO...
ROCK BOTTOM
You're failing Physics. Your girlfriend dumped you. Your self-esteem is way low. So you call Grandma for some sympathy. She tells you to "Stop whining and get a backbone." Ouch, talk about tough love.
Hairston

continued from page 16

win SIUC.

"I considered the University of
Auburn, Illinois, Northeastern,
and I also considered Washington State
because my cousin plays there," he
said.

"I chose Southern Illinois
because I had an opportunity to play
right away and, there's a chance I can
run down here who's young and very
hungry."

Joe Shibuya really influenced me
coming here. We sat at an All-
State banquet together and I really got
to know him at that game. We're both
the same kind of player. He's been
both have a lot to prove to a lot of
people.

Hairston also said former Saluki
who are now in the major leagues
influenced him by telling him SIUC
"was to be a very, very established
basketball rising."

Since joining the SIUC basketball
team last fall, Hairston has had to
move from his natural position of

shortstop to third base due to an
availability of infielders in
Saluki coach Doug Callahan's
recruiting class.

"It's been an everyday learning
process," he said.

"Third base is a whole new
thing, and a whole different story—
you have to react more."

Callahan said Hairston's style
and technique of play contains
things that can not be taught to
coaches, and that comes from being
around baseball his whole life.

"For a lot of players, going from
high school to the junior college
level is tough enough," Callahan
said.

"Jerry's made a good transition
defensively. He's made some big
tangents in just six games, and
I think the only error he's made,
which was in the tournament (the
Saluki Best Inn Classic March 1-
3), was more of a lack of concentra-
tion than anything.

"He does things a lot of upper-
division in our program don't do.
Even some of the big idiosyn-
crasies that he does are things you
see more so on the professional
level then on the college level."

Jerry Sr. said his son learned
most of his baseball knowledge from
 foregoing conversations, and
watching guys like White Sox
to Shortstop Ozzie Guillen.

"(He learned about it) from
around the dinner table," Jerry Sr.
said with a laugh.

Kings missing

Gretzky off ice

as well as on

The Sporting News

The first post-Gretzky Los
Angeles game was a 5-1 loss to the
Lightning and drew an announced
crowd of 11,405. But most observors
say it was well below 10,000. The
team averaged 13,753 with Gretzky
in the lineup.

The loss dropped the Kings to 0-
7-3 in their last 10 games and 2-
16-6 since Jan. 8, when Gretzky
publicly asked the team to make a
commitment to the future.

The Kings have yet another one
sellout in their future—March 18
when Gretzky makes his first visit
with the Blues.

Don't be surprised to see Kings
General Manager Sam McMaster
lose his job when the team misses
the playoffs for a third consecutive
season. And President Regie
Vachon might go through the door
right behind him.

We only use top
quality ingredients
in our meals
All stir fry dishes use real tender
chicken breasts. We also only use
fresh jumbo shrimp in all
shrimp selections.

Because today is
mystery meat day.
Newcomer cool, collected at ‘hot corner’

- SIUC freshman third baseman Jerry Hairston providing veteran quality play after only six games

By Chad Anderson

De Sports Editor

Growing up in a city where Jerry Hairston had very little choice of whether or not he wanted to play baseball, but Hairston said that was not the case.

The choice was definitely all mine,” the Saluki freshman said.

His father, Jerry Sr., played 14 years in the major leagues (mostly with the Chicago White Sox), his uncle, John, played one season with the Chicago Cubs, and his grandfather, Sam, played in the Negro Leagues and one season with the White Sox.

“My dad never forced me into playing baseball. In fact, I asked him if I could play because he didn’t put me on a little league team, and he said okay,” Hairston said.

Even though Hairston did not start playing organized baseball until he was eight years old, he said the game interested and influenced him since he could talk.

“My dad said my first word was ‘ball,’” he said. “I think baseball has been a part of my life. I’ve traveled with my dad when he played, and my grand-dad, so I guess I’ve been a part of my whole life.”

From the little leagues to high school one thing was certain, Hairston would have the shadow of his relatives following him where he went, but his hands, outer personality, and his father’s influence would see that he never battled him. “ Obviously there were some kids around the neighborhood that looked at me in a different way because they thought I had a big name,” he said. “I felt I had to prove myself because my dad and grand-dad were successful.”

“I wanted to do it for myself, and show that I was the one out there and not my dad or grand-dad. I worked hard at it, and did get noticed because of it, but my dad always said I’m the one that went to the plate and not my dad.”

Obviously this hard work ethic and focus paid off as Hairston was a two-time All-Conferece pick, was named to the All-State team as a senior, set a conference record for batting average in a season as a junior (.575), and was drafted by the Baltimore Orioles after graduating from Naperville North High School.

After turning down the offer from the Orioles, because he said he needed to mature as a player and grow stronger, Hairston decided to play college ball, and was also an All-State pick, influenced his decision to go to SIUC, but turned them down for the time being in order to improve his skills.

Jerry Hairston

Hairston had very little choice of where he would play college ball, so he accepted the offer from the Southern Illinois University Carbondale baseball program. Growing up it may appear Jerry’s game was definitely paid off as Hairston was a two-time All-Conferece pick, was named to the All-State team as a senior, set a conference record for batting average in a season as a junior (.575), and was drafted by the Baltimore Orioles after graduating from Naperville North High School.

After turning down the offer from the Orioles, because he said he needed to mature as a player and grow stronger, Hairston decided to play college ball, and was also an All-State pick, influenced his decision to go to SIUC, but turned them down for the time being in order to improve his skills.

Jerry Hairston providing veteran quality play after only six games

**MVC Women’s Basketball Tournament**

**Hunt for MVC title, NCAA bid begins for Salukis**

By Michael DeFord

**MVC Women’s Basketball Schedule**

Thursday, March 7

Southern Illinois (2) noon

Wichita State (7) 2:30 p.m.

Illinois State (3) 6:00 p.m.

Northern Iowa (8) 8:30 p.m.

Creighton (4) 6:00 p.m.

Drake (5) 8:30 p.m.

Saturday, March 9

The winner of the MVC Tournament opens in the NCAA Tournament.

**The MVC Tournament moves to California for its second round (64-team NCAA Tournament)”**

By Jeff Simon, Daily Egyptian

The Salukis’ only conference tournament championship parties were in ‘87 and ‘90, when Southern was still in the Gateway Conference. SMSU has four tournament titles from ‘91 to ‘94.

In all likelihood, this year’s tournament championship may come down to Southern battling southwestern Missouri State once again. The two teams split a pair of games in the regular-season.

The Lady Bears will play 8th seeded Northern Iowa tonight at 6:00, with the winner playing Saluki Thursday, March 7, 1996:...

---

**Between the Lines**

The St. Louis Rams continue to rebuild their defense following the signing of Dallas middle linebacker Robert Jones for $10 million dollars over a period of five years.

James Jones a defense that was ranked 12th last year, but already looks improved with the addition of former San Diego Chargers’ pass-rusher Leslie O’Neal and cornerback Maurice Hurst on board.

Tennis star Pete Sampras has announced that he will not play for the U.S. Davis Cup Team in its match in the Czech Republic next month in the quarterfinals of the international event.

Sampras, who is ranked No. 1 in the world, told team captain Tom Gullikson he would be available for the semifinals and final.

The Salukis’ only conference tournament championships were in ‘87 and ‘90, when Southern was still in the Gateway Conference. SMSU has four tournament titles from ‘91 to ‘94.

In all likelihood, this year’s tournament championship may come down to Southern battling southwestern Missouri State once again. The two teams split a pair of games in the regular-season.

The Lady Bears will play 8th seeded Northern Iowa tonight at 6:00, with the winner playing Saluki Thursday, March 7, 1996:...
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